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1 1/2” THREAD SHIELDS
Original

THREAD SHIELD DETECTOR
TSD-1

THS-1, Magnetic THS-2

Locates the “lost” plumbing port
when a THS-2 thread shield or an
“M” version of a Pipe Shield (PSH1.0M, or PSH-1.5M) was used
during construction and/or
“plastering” operation.
S Also locates embedded steel re-bar
in order to avoid hitting re-bar when
cutting an additional port through
wall.
S Works equally well when pool is
empty or full of water.
S Waterproof.
S Weighted to make searching easy.
S 35” strap.
S Rugged impact resistant
construction.
S

Both protect threads of 1 1/2” return ﬁttings during
plastering, guniting, etc.
S Both eliminate need to “clean out” threads at start
up.
S Both insert easily.
S Both have two part construction making removal
easy.
S NO MORE “LOST FITTINGS”. Blue and yellow
colors make the locating of plumbing easy during
and after the plastering operation.
S Both reduce “water drip” from plumbing.
S THS-2 Can be located by our THREAD SHIELD
DETECTOR even when buried 1/2” under the
pool surface.
S

1” & 1 1/2” PIPE SHIELDS

SNAP FITTINGS

Schedule 40
PSH-1.0, PSH-1.0M,
PSH-1.5, PSH-1.5M
Protect the inside of 1” and 1 1/2” schedule 40
pipe while guniting, painting, plastering, etc.
S Prevents partially clogged plumbing lines.
S Two part construction for easy removal.
S Reusable
S The “M” version can be detected even if buried
under up to 1/2 inch of pool surface.
S

The Quick solution to a
“dripping glue joint”.
1) Simply remove pressure
from dripping glue joint.
2) Apply glue to inside of
SNAP FITTING and to the
leaking area at the pipe to
ﬁtting joint that is leaking.
3) Snap on the SNAP
FITTING centering it over
the leak, covering both the
ﬁtting and the pipe.
4) Allow glue to dry before
pressurizing.
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Available Sizes are:
3/4” A SNP-.75
1” A SNP-1.0
1 1/2” A SNP-1.5
2” A SNP-2.0
2.5” A SNP-2.5
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